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I. Introduction1

Q: Please state your name, your position with CGM LLC, and your business address.2

A: My name is Chuck Campbell. I am an owner and Principal of CGM LLC (“CGM”). My3
business address is 101 Vickery Street, Roswell, Georgia 30004.4

Q: Have you previously submitted testimony in this proceeding?5

A: No.6

Q: Please describe your background and CGM’s background?7

A: I am a Principal and Founding Partner of CGM, LLC, a Georgia-based data processing8
and software development firm that provides nationwide, compliance-centric, Lifeline9
support services to 40 ETC designated companies.10

CGM developed and maintains the Lifeline industry’s only national, intercompany11
duplicate database (“IDD”) prior to the rollout of the NLAD. The CGM IDD, containing12
approximately 2.5 MM active lifeline subscribers, has blocked more than 360,00013
intercompany duplicate enrollment attempts since its rollout 18 months ago. Resulting14
savings to the USF are conservatively estimated at over $30 Million Dollars. CGM also15
supports the FCC and Universal Service Administrative Company (“USAC”) in their16
efforts to manage Lifeline industry activity, and is committed to helping drive the17
responsible expansion of the Lifeline program by maintaining accountability to both rate18
payers and the eligible consumers who benefit from the program.19

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony?20

A: The purpose of my testimony is to support the Application of Q LINK WIRELESS LLC21
(“Q LINK”) for designation as a wireless eligible telecommunications carrier (“ETC”)22
for the purpose of receiving Lifeline federal universal service support in Illinois, and to23
provide information about the provisioning of the Lifeline program to eligible Illinois24
consumers, and Q LINK’s ability to serve these consumers.25

Q: Please summarize the points you will address in your testimony.26

A: I will present information showing that current ETC providers are not meeting the27
Lifeline programs’ goal to serve all eligible consumers. In addition, I’ll provide first-28
hand information about Q LINK’s business operations and service offerings.29

II. Discussion30

Q. Mr. Campbell, do you have information on the number of potential wireline and31
wireless subscribers in Illinois that are eligible for Lifeline support?32

33
A. Yes. CGM calculates the count of Lifeline-eligible households on a regular basis, based34

on the quarterly, semi-annual or annual publication of enrollment/participation totals35
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from each of the seven federal welfare programs. We turn each program’s total into a36
household-based count and then apply a de-duping formula to account for households37
that participate in multiple programs. We’ve employed this calculation for years and38
true-it up to the total household count that USAC eventually publishes, well in arrears.39
We’re typically within a couple of percentage points, plus or minus. We can provide40
greater detail if required, but we’d request confidentiality. Attached is Exhibit 3.1 which41
identifies the number of households in Illinois that are eligible to receive Lifeline support42
as of March 1, 2011, March 1, 2012, March 1, 2013, and March 1, 2014. The 201143
information was derived from the USAC website. The 2012, 2013 and 2014 household44
counts were derived from the CGM calculation mentioned above. It demonstrates that45
the number of households eligible to receive lifeline support has grown from 1,222,005 in46
2011, to 1,466,400 in March 2014.47

48
Q. Do you have information on the number of eligible subscribers who are currently49

receiving lifeline support in Illinois?50
51

A. Yes. USAC publishes a report each month identifying the number of households52
receiving Lifeline support in each state. This information identifies whether the support is53
for wireline or wireless services, and identifies the number of subscribers associated with54
each carrier. Attached as Exhibit 3.2 is information from USAC which identifies the55
number of households currently receiving lifeline support for either wireline or wireless56
services, and their service provider. This information shows that there were 607,54957
Lifeline subscribers receiving wireless lifeline support as of February 2013, and 641,84258
Lifeline subscribers receiving lifeline subscribers as of January 2014. I will note here59
that the number of eligible subscribers actually receiving support is declining, and there60
are fewer eligible subscribers receiving support today than there were in July 2013.61

62
Q. Are you familiar with Q LINK and its business operations and service offering?63

64
A. Yes, given our role as a compliance and data processing vendor to ETC providers,65

including Q LINK, I’m very familiar with Q LINK, its service offering, and its66
operations. For example, I’ve assisted Q LINK in establishing an infrastructure of67
compliance that encompasses every process in their handling of a Lifeline subscription.68
I’ve assisted them in validating tens of thousands of lifeline enrollments and in69
responding to three USAC In-Depth Data Validations of Q LINK’s operations, as well.70

71
Q. What is an In-Depth Data Validation, and how does this process educate you about72

Q LINK’s processes and service offering?73
74

A. The FCC has adopted a rule that no qualifying subscriber is permitted to receive more75
than one Lifeline subsidy concurrently, and that only one Lifeline subsidy can be76
provided per economic unit. To help enforce this rule, the FCC directed USAC to77
conduct a series of In-Depth Data Validations (“IDVs”) designed to identify and resolve78
duplicative Lifeline support claims. As I mentioned, I’ve assisted Q LINK in responding79
to three IDVs conducted by USAC, and this experience evidenced the complete80
commitment to compliance adopted by Q LINK in marketing, distribution, enrollment,81
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and customer service practices. I will note that in all three of USAC’s IDVs, Q LINK82
had not a single duplicate subscriber.83

84
Q. Do you believe that Q LINK’s service offering will improve the market penetration85

for Lifeline support?86
87

A. I absolutely think so. First, I would note that Q LINK’s service offering is similar only to88
the offering provided by Tracfone. Tracfone is the largest provider of wireless Lifeline89
support in Illinois, as shown on Exhibit 3.2. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that90
an additional provider offering similar rate plans would reach additional customers. In91
addition, I am familiar with Q LINK’s marketing plan. Q LINK offers services through92
kiosks, and by outreach programs and marketing to eligible subscribers in ways that are93
different than Tracfone and other Illinois providers. Q LINK’s approach, having both a94
sound service offering, and marketing its offering in unique ways, will provide public95
benefit to eligible subscribers in Illinois.96

97

H. Conclusion98

Q: Based on your experience with Q LINK, would you recommend that the99
Commission grant Q LINK’s Amended Application to be designation as a wireless100
eligible telecommunications carrier (“ETC”) for the purpose of receiving Lifeline101
federal universal service support in Illinois?102

A: Yes, absolutely. Q LINK’s service plan and business offerings will likely improve103
market penetration and reach unserved and underserved Lifeline-eligible consumers.104
Further, Q LINK’s successful IDV demonstrates a commitment to prevent fraud and105
abuse by ensuring against duplicates Lifeline support claims.106

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?107

A: Yes.108

109
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